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Abstract. Several studies have addressed the issue of what makes information on
the World Wide Web credible. Understanding how we select reliable sources of information and how we estimate their credibility has been drawing an increasing
interest in the literature on the Web. In this paper I argue that the study of information search behavior can provide to social and cognitive scientists an extraordinary
insight into the processes mediating knowledge acquisition by epistemic deference.
I review some of the major methodological proposals to study how users judge
the reliability of a source of information in the World Wide Web and I propose an
alternative framework inspired by the idea that–as cognitively evolved organisms–
we adopt to this aim strategies that are as effortless as possible. I argue in particular
that Web users engaging in information search are likely to develop simple heuristics to select in a computationally viable way trustworthy sources of information
and I discuss the consequences of this hypothesis and related research directions.
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1. Judging epistemic reliability in the World Wide Web
Possessing reliable knowledge and being able to select reliable sources of information
are skills essential to our capacity to cope in an efficient way with the problems raised
by our physical and social environment. As evolved cognitive organisms, we negotiate demanding cognitive problems by selecting parsimonious strategies that provide us
with sufficiently accurate solutions. Epistemic deference–or the ability to trust external
sources of information to form new beliefs–can be regarded as one of such strategies. In
this paper I suggest that epistemic deference is a common aspect of information search
in the World Wide Web and I argue that in order to be cognitively efficient it has to rely
on simple and relatively effortless heuristic strategies.
1.1. Epistemic deference and the problem of selecting reliable sources
Social epistemology has introduced the concept of “epistemic deference” to refer to those
processes of belief formation in which a subject (the deferrer) relies on an external source
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(the deferee) in order to extend her knowledge to facts with which she has no direct acquaintance, or more generally, to use information from this source as "a model for what
to believe".[18] Relying on experts in order to make a decision is a typical example of
a process in virtue of which we adopt a deferential stance towards an other individual’s
opinions (an epistemic authority) to extend our system of beliefs beyond its individual
boundaries. Epistemic deference is a constitutive trait of language competence, as the
capacity by which we can “entertain thoughts through the language that would not otherwise be accessible to us” [31] as when – for example – we use the term “arthritis” in
a conversation without exactly knowing the precise reference of this term. But the scope
of deference is arguably broader than language use. Deference to an external source of
information, insofar as we trust that source for epistemic matters, allows us to extend our
beliefs and our ability to reason about facts which we do not thoroughly master.[10] As
such, deference is a principle found everywhere in human cognition and possibly one of
the common strategies used to bootstrap knowledge and language acquisition in young
children.[see for instance 9]
In the general case we defer to external sources of information: (i) whenever we
lack reliable knowledge on a given subject matter to ground a decision (in which case
deference is a necessary condition) or (ii) when deference provides a convenient, parsimonious sufficient solution to meet the requirements of a problem.
(i) If I am not a doctor, looking up for symptoms of a disease in a medical encyclopædia can be regarded as an example of the first situation: trusting medical information about a disease from an encyclopædia is a necessary form of epistemic
deference since I am not a medical expert and I could not acquire knowledge
about this disease if not by deferring to an expert source.
(ii) Now consider the case in which I cannot directly recall a friend’s phone number
and I decide to call another friend who may know this number by heart: in this
case, I trust the person that I am calling (or rather, her memory) as a sufficiently
reliable source to provide me the information that I need, even if I could directly
check this information by myself by other means. For example I could go back
home and find the number in the copy of the address book I keep near my landline
phone.
The massive availability of information in the World Wide Web is making deferential
practices as those exemplified by (i) and (ii) a constitutive part of our belief-formation
and decision-making strategies. Searching the Web typically yields multiple sources for
the piece of information we are looking for, so the critical question we face is which of
these sources should be trusted.
How do we select trustworthy deferees when we engage in information search in
the Web? Unsurprisingly, it has been shown that we systematically rely on background
knowledge and previous experience as a main factor to decide whether a source of information in the World Wide Web is trustworthy or not. Familiarity and experienced credibility [14] are among the most common grounds for the selection of trustworthy sources
to which we defer. In the general case, though, we have no prior information on the
trustworthiness of an external source and we need to estimate it.

1.2. Evaluative judgments of epistemic reliability
The problem of credibility of electronic information as been the object of a growing body
of literature in the last decades.[33] Studies of Web credibility [14, 15] or the perception of epistemic trustworthiness of unfamiliar sources in the Web have mostly focused
on evaluative judgments, i.e. judgments people make in order to estimate the trustworthiness of a source of information on the basis of extensive inspection of the content
and credentials provided by the source. Evaluative judgments should be distinguished by
predictive judgments or judgments about the expected reliability of a source prior to its
actual inspection. [16]
I will come back later on the evaluative vs. predictive distinction, but it is worth
asking why mainstream research on Web credibility has been focusing on evaluative
judgments. Arguably, the main reason why the study of evaluative judgments has been
privileged in the literature is that in ideal conditions, whenever users are required to
estimate the credibility of a source, they are not subject to particular constraints of time
or cognitive effort to make this judgment.
Traditionally, the study of evaluative judgments of credibility of a source of information has addressed two central issues:
1. how easily information acquired by deferring to external sources can be integrated into one’s system of beliefs;
2. how prone such information is to subsequent revision.
Mainstream theories of persuasion [11, 22, 24] suggest that among the factors affecting the likelihood of subsequent revision of an evaluative judgment, the amount of processed information and the degree of involvement plays a critical role. Judgments based
on small amount of information or in conditions of low involvement are more likely to
be subsequently revised [12, 25]. It would then seem natural to assume that in the case of
knowledge acquisition mediated by information search, people are likely to invest a large
amount of information processing effort with the goal of identifying trustable sources of
information. I will try to show that this assumption cannot be taken for granted.
Web credibility studies have indeed collected large datasets on evaluative judgments
of source reliability by asking users to rate the quality of visited websites. [13] The results
allowed to single down several factors affecting:
1. the likelihood that a specific features of the source be noticed by the subject;
2. the attribution of positive or negative values to features that are noticed.
Verbal reports and qualitative, questionnaire-based methods have been the most popular
approach to studying judgments of credibility and source reliability at least since two
decades [38] and are still the dominant approach adopted to investigate credibility in the
World Wide Web. It should be noted that this approach is not limited to judgments of
credibility of Web sources decontextualized from the specific task in which such judgments are required: even when researchers have looked at judgments of epistemic reliability in real human-computer interaction tasks, they tended to privilege verbal reports
(or “think-aloud” protocols) as the main source of empirical evidence over other possible
kinds of behavioral data [32].

1.3. Beyond qualitative analyses of epistemic reliability judgments
The use of verbal reports to understand Web credibility relies on the assumption that
introspection is the best way to determine factors affecting judgments and decisions on
the epistemic reliability of a source. As, for example, [32] observes,
[t]he method used in this study is premised on the assumption that the users can identify and discuss the characteristics and features of information objects that influence
their judgments of information quality and cognitive authority. (p.150)
However useful verbal reports may prove to study evaluative judgments in decontextualized conditions, they face a number of major limitations:
1. verbal reports assume that subjects are aware of the factors affecting the selection
of a specific source as credible or epistemically reliable, but there is no need to
assume that processes involved in such judgments should be explicit;
2. reports relying on extensive inspection of a Web source can hardly account for
the kind of processes in which users engage when they are involved in real-world
information search tasks, which are usually constrained by time and by limits on
the cognitive effort the user is willing or capable to invest in the task;
3. qualitative studies based on in-depth, decontextualized source evaluation implicitly take for granted that a posteriori, evaluative judgments are immune to taskdependence effects (which may affect a user’s perceived utility of the different
features and credentials of a source);
4. evaluating credibility judgments against a list of predefined dimensions on the
basis of verbal reports typically skews the results in favor of an (often arbitrary)
class of credibility variables chosen by the experimenter.
These methodological issues affecting qualitative studies of Web credibility call for an
alternative framework to study user behavior in ecologically valid conditions and under
the typical constraints of real information search tasks.
1.4. Predictive judgments of epistemic reliability
Information foraging studies [26–29] marked a turning point in the literature on information search, by drawing the attention of the research community on the importance of
studying predictive judgments of the value of a source of information in the context of an
information search task as opposed to a posteriori evaluations. Predictive judgments are
those that users make when they evaluate a source on the basis of information describing
a source, like in the case of link descriptions. This "proximal information" can allow the
user to estimate which source to visit prior to its in-depth evaluation.
Why are predictive judgments underrepresented in current research on Web credibility? One of the possible reasons is that low effort judgments may have been ruled out as
irrelevant to the understanding of trust and epistemic deference. Since beliefs formed in
low effort condition (i.e. those processes that tend to be classified as “peripheral routes
to persuasion” [22]) have been shown to be more volatile and less predictive of behavior,
researchers may have erroneously assumed that these are not as representative of deferential behavior as beliefs acquired on the basis of in-depth, more cognitively demanding
evaluations.

The question boils down to understanding what is the average level of engagement
typical of information search behavior on the Web. As Fogg observes:
Web users typically spend small amounts of time at any given site or individual page,
and are thus likely to develop strategies for assessing credibility quickly. One could
argue that people typically process Web information in superficial ways, that using
peripheral cues is the rule of Web use, not the exception. From a user perspective,
there are too many competitors on the Web for deep credibility evaluation. Even the
words people use to describe Web use–"visiting sites" and "surfing the Web"–suggest
lightweight engagement, not deep content processing. Research has yet to examine
the relationship between engagement level and credibility assessments online. [15,
p.15]
It is reasonable to assume that, depending on the goals of the information search task,
there may be different possible degrees of deference to a source [18, p.189], and–
consequently–different degrees of cognitive engagement required to evaluate it. Seeking
a reliable source of medical information to ground a critical decision regarding someone’s health need not require the same level of cognitive engagement as searching for a
reliable bibliographic source with the goal of writing an essay. However, I submit that
the problem is not merely a matter of understanding the degree of engagement required
by the domain of the query. Studying epistemic deference in real-word conditions must
take into account general constraints that apply to judgments of epistemic evaluation
in the context of information search tasks. Fogg’s quotation evokes a number of such
constraints.
First, time constraints. In a world in which online content is becoming massively
and constantly available, user interactions with the Web naturally tend to become shorter,
more frequent and increasingly mediated by search engines. Information snacking [20]
can be seen as the application to the Web of a known principle of situated cognition that
states that organisms tend to externalize the solution of demanding cognitive problems to
the environment and use the environment as an external scaffolding to decrease cognitive
effort. [8]
The second major class of constraints comes from epistemic pollution [35]. The
larger the volume of potentially relevant but weakly authoritative information, the more
urgent is the need of efficient and cognitively viable skllls for source selection. In conditions in which the number of items to evaluate increases beyond control, a posteriori
evaluative judgments simply become intractable and predictive judgments seem to be the
only viable solution. It should be noted, incidentally, that information pollution thrives
precisely because of these lightweight, heuristic strategies in which Web users systematically engage. It requires little effort to forge an attractive link luring the user into believing that it will lead to the target source. Fighting epistemic pollution is mainly a matter
of detecting cheaters (e.g. sources of unreliable information) on the basis of proximal
cues, and this may be an even more effort-consuming task than individually evaluating
each source. As Nielsen observes, “information pollution is, [for hungry wolves], like
packing the forest with cardboard rabbits” [19]. Good heuristics are those that allow to
tell a fake rabbit from a real one before even starting to hunt it.
The sum of time constraints and constraints imposed by epistemic pollution is the
main rationale in support of the hypothesis on the nature of epistemic reliability judgments that I defend in this paper. I submit that due to these constraints, making a judg-

ment of source reliability in the World Wide Web is more likely to be the result of selecting appropriate heuristics, i.e. sufficiently reliable predictive strategies based on link
evaluation, than time consuming and cognitively demanding a posteriori evaluation processes.

2. Heuristics for epistemic reliability
I presented in the previous section the main rationale to argue that the study of judgments
of epistemic reliability in the context of real information search tasks in the World Wide
Web should focus on predictive, heuristic strategies rather than in-depth source evaluation
processes. Heuristics for the evaluation of credibility of a source as a precondition to
epistemic deference can be seen as a subset of a broader class of cognitive heuristics
that people assumedly adopt in assessing credibility of electronic information.[36] In this
section I will focus on some broad theoretical implications of this hypothesis.
2.1. Proximality
One of the main limitations of traditional studies of Web credibility is the fact that they
largely neglected the role of predictive judgments of reliability based on proximal cues
about sources of information. The World Wide Web is rich of cues that represent (in a
more or less reliable way) sources of information. These cues have been referred to in
the information foraging literature as the constituents of information scent, i.e. a measure
of the perceived profitability of a distal source prior to its selection [29]. The hypothesis
endorsed by information foraging studies is that information seekers base the choice of
optimal navigation patterns on the perceived strength of information scent and on the
maximization of scent over effort (e.g. time and length of navigation patterns).
If we accept this assumption, information about a source (e.g. how a source of information is represented in search engine results) becomes much more critical for its
evaluation than the actual content it delivers. It is then plausible to assume that the problem facing Web users seeking reliable information is a matter of understanding whether
proximal cues (as those afforded by search engines, for instance) are good predictors of
target sources. This, I submit, is possible only under the condition that this ecology is
stable and sufficiently constrained.
2.2. Structured environments
The ecology of the Web has been the object of extensive studies in the information science
literature [6, 17, 30]. The existence of strong ecological regularities constrains the way
in which users learn the structure of the Web and determines to a large extent their preferential strategies in information search behavior. It is plausible to assume that information seekers are situated in this environment and rely on ecological regularities they have
learnt in order to select effective solutions for negotiating source selection problems.
Cognitive technologies such as search engines aim at improving our information
retrieval skills by reducing the cognitive effort required to solve particularly demanding
tasks and by increasing the amount of information scent available to the user. In this
sense, they tend to favor the selection of simple, effortless and automatic strategies over
more costly processes. By enriching the user’s ecology with highly informative cues and

making this ecology stable, technology aims at reducing information processing requirements on the user.
As Ecological Rationality theories suggest [3, 37], stable environments offer ideal
conditions to favor the selection of shallow, effortless and relatively rigid computational
strategies. These are typical features of modular solutions to the problem of negotiating
cognitively demanding problems.
2.3. Modularity
Defendants of the modularity hypothesis insist that modularity arises as a viable solution in stable environments whenever an organism faces a problem of computational
tractability of information [4, 5, 34]. As Carruthers observes,
computational processes need to be local–in the sense of having a restricted access
to background knowledge in executing their algorithms–if they are to be tractable,
avoiding a “computational explosion”. And the only known way of realizing this, is
to make such processes modular in nature–[4].
If epistemic deference has to be cognitively profitable, then solutions to the problem of
estimating the reliability of a source must be computationally tractable. Source evaluation processes whose cost outweighs the benefits of deferring to a source are unlikely
to be selected as viable. I will call this a cognitive affordability constraint on deferential strategies. The selection of deferees is a paradigmatic case of problem that has to be
solved in a cognitively tractable way by setting limits to background knowledge, in order
to avoid computational explosion. In the case of reliability judgments, this means finding
sufficiently local criteria for estimating the reliability of a source, that do not draw in turn
on further reliability judgments and so on.
If local inferential strategies can be identified that accurately yield a representation
of the trustworthiness of a source, then we can say that the basic conditions are met for
the selection of a modular solution to the problem of source evaluation.

3. Empirical research directions
I have reviewed some of the broad implications of the hypothesis according to which
reliability judgments in the Web can in principles be underpinned by highly specialized
heuristics based on cues that allow accurate predictions of the reliability of a source. The
question that needs to be answered on empirical grounds is then whether – given the
ecology of the World Wide Web – there are specific heuristics based on information scent
that users can adopt to predict the trustworthiness of a source. In this section, I sketch a
programme that future research should aim to implement in order to empirically test this
hypothesis.
3.1. Non-reputational cues in source evaluation
The first empirical research direction consists in studying how people use nonreputational proximal information to decide which sources are worth being selected. I
refer to "non-reputational cues" as the class of properties of the proximal representation
of a source (e.g. a search engine result) that do not contain explicit information about the

credentials of the source. In the case of common search engines, such cues include properties of the title, snippet and URL of an item in a search result page. It is a promising
avenue for experimental research to study if we implicitly use properties such as URL
length, processing fluency of the snippet or density of keywords matching the query in
order to predict whether a specific item in a search engine result page is trustworthy (and
hence worth being selected). Experimental designs will have to control in particular for
effects depending on task assignment, as it is likely to expect that users trying to maximize semantic relevance in source selection may not use the same cues as users trying to
maximize perceived trustworthiness.
3.2. Explicit reputational cues in source evaluation
A second research direction should focus on the study of the impact of explicit reputational cues on judgments of epistemic reliability. The Web offers a plethora of indicators
of source “popularity” or “endorsement” that can be regarded as explicit reputational
cues. Social software and Web 2.0 services have already made these indicators a promising avenue for future generations of search engines. [1, 39] These cues can be broadly
grouped in six different categories:
1. implicit indicators of individual endorsement (such as indicators that a specific
user selected/visited/purchased an item);
2. explicit indicators of individual endorsement (such as explicit ratings produced
by specific users);
3. implicit indicators of socially aggregated endorsement (such as density of bookmarks or comments per item in social bookmarking systems like del.icio.us,
Digg, Reddit etc.);
4. explicit indicators of socially aggregated endorsement (such as average ratings
extracted from a user community);
5. algorithmic endorsement indicators (such as PageRank and similar usageindependent ranking algorithms [2]);
6. hybrid endorsement indicators (such as interestingness indicators in Flickr, taking into account both explicit user endorsement and usage-independent metrics);
Whereas in the general case, subjects should have no reason to trust the validity of such
reputational cues other than trusting the provider of these cues, it is reasonable to expect
that these indicators strongly bias the processes through which we select reliable sources.
Experimental research will have to understand in particular:
• to what extent judgments of epistemic reliability are affected by different types of
explicit reputational cues;
• to what extent the overall trust of the subject in the system providing these
cues modulates their judgments.[see for instance the seminal work by Keane and
O’Brien, 21]
• to what extent explicit reputational cues override implicit, non-reputational cues.
3.3. From reliability heuristics to biases
Possibly the most interest question is to study how these heuristics may result in largescale biases in deferential behavior, which can be exploited by manipulating the per-

ceived trustworthiness of a source. It has already been shown that the sheer ranking of
items in search engine result pages (i.e. the fact that top results attract the vast majority
of clicks) produces strong asymmetries in the number of sources that are selected and
visited by the majority of users. [7] Similar large-scale asymmetries in the distribution of
visits are likely to be found as a result of heuristics that users adopt to evaluate sources
of information in a fast and effortless way, especially if the outcome of their selection is
fed back to other users. By making the link between individual endorsement and reputational indicators more and more technologically mediated (and hence less transparent
to the end user) the Web is already massively biasing the way in which we decide which
sources are worth being trusted, selected and visited. Future research will have to clarify
the ethical implications of the increasing impenetrability of reputational cues Web users
rely on and understand if policies need to be introduced to control this phenomenon.

4. Conclusions
In this paper I fleshed out the main rationale, theoretical implications and some potential
research directions in the study of processes underlying epistemic reliability judgment in
the World Wide Web. I proposed that such processes should be regarded as a class of capabilities depending on highly specialized heuristics and that heuristics-based predictive
judgments are likely to be more ecologically valid than the kind of evaluative judgments
studied so far in the Web credibility literature.
I suggested in particular the conditions under which such heuristics are likely to
emerge and stressed how by decreasing the overall cognitive effort involved in source
evaluation, they probably are in a better position to describe what users do when engaging
in real-world information search behavior.
The rationale for this research programme does not rule out the necessity of studying effortful, a posteriori evaluative strategies, but calls for a better understanding of the
contexts in which these strategies are deployed. Heuristics to ascertain the credibility of
sources of information are likely to be privileged only in those cases in which (1) cognitive engagement is low, (2) the ecology in which these strategies apply is sufficiently
stable to allow learning, and (3) simple cues are sufficiently accurate to allow the user to
cope with epistemic pollution.
I proposed that such conditions may be more common than the current literature on
Web credibility has realized so far, as they may provide a more realistic account of how
we select sources to engage in deferential behavior.
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